New Challenge is a university-wide ideas competition that supports students committed to tackling pressing social challenges in a local or global context and empowers them to apply these ideas in the real world.

We are seeking mentors to help students translate their ideas into reality while developing the mindsets and skillsets needed to thrive in the 21st century.

**BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION**

- **Share Insight & Expertise:** Provide guidance and support to students as they develop social ventures and projects that address complex challenges through innovation and creative problem solving.

- **Improve Your Local & Global Community:** Make a positive impact while helping students build the skills to collaboratively address unmet social needs at the local, national, and international level.

- **Meet Other Change-makers & Expand your Network:** Join a community of experienced professionals across a range of sectors that are committed to supporting the next generation of social innovators.

**POTENTIAL WAYS TO CONTRIBUTE**

- **Panel Discussions/Speaking Engagements:** Share your experience in the social impact sector alongside other practitioners (1 time commitment, 2 hours + prep).

- **Content Specific Workshops:** Design and lead a hands-on, skill-building workshop on a particular topic (1 time commitment, 2 hours + prep).

- **Functional Expertise:** Consult with students seeking industry-specific knowledge and/or technical assistance (up to four 30 minute sessions per quarter + follow-up).

- **1-1 Coaching:** Provide ongoing guidance and advising to individual teams over the course of one year (at your discretion, recommended 1 hour/month).

- **Professional Services:** Provide pro-bono or discounted professional services to students (at your discretion).

- **Other options:** Feel free to suggest other ways you would like to contribute your expertise!

**VISIT NEWCHALLENGE.NEW SCHOOL.EDU/MENTORSHIP & APPLY TODAY**